


After the success of 2012 Bodywisdom Congress and enthusiastic about 
continuing, sharing and communicating this idea we decided to create the Bodywisdom 
Foundation Spain. We hope to support and encourage these initiatives and group 
these under one umbrella.  Bodywisdom promotes, shares and supports all concerns 
regarding the integrated health of people, wellbeing, and prevention.

As the name suggests, Bodywisdom respects our body’s innate knowledge and 
its relationship to the environment. Recognition on an international level has provided 
momentum to continue presenting these events.

Given the generous amount of interesting topics related to integrated health and 
awareness, we thought this year’s Congress would be focused on one of the pillars of 
health and wellness: food and nutrition.
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WHAT: CONGRESS 2013 

The 2nd International Bodywisdom Congress in Benicasim is underway. Last year’s event 
hosted more than one hundred participants from all over the world. We started out as a symposium 
about manual and movement therapy, and we will continue to do so. This year, however, we are 
taking a different spin, just as interesting and relevant.

We are convinced that through proper nutrition we can maintain and improve our health: 
healing through nutrition, using common sense and respecting nature and ourselves.

Professionals with diverse curricula will share their work with us, informing us about the 
latest studies, developments, and applications that will improve our food quality and nutrition.
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WHO IS THIS CONGRESS FOR
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 Health professionals who want to see first-hand the latest 
in integral nutrition, so that they can personally recommend and 
understand the relationship between their patients’ health and 
nutrition, and understand how improving health and self-care can 
help both them and their clients.
 
 Anyone interested in learning more about natural food and 
nutrition, self-care and integral health, and to be more informed if 
they choose to apply this knowledge in their day-to-day life.
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BODYWISDOM FOUNDATION SPAIN
Sol Petersen (NZ) and Bibiana Badenes 

(ESP) founded the Bodywisdom Foundation 
Spain with the intention of bringing together 
professional movement therapists, manual 
therapists and bodyworkers who focus on 
holistic health and wellness based on scientific 
evidence. The foundation provides a platform 
for the Exchange of ideas, debate, and a space 
to share knowledge and experience. The 
slogan of the first Congress was the Anatomy of 
Aliveness. Thanks to a variety of professionals 
who made the event enriching on every level, 
the quality and proximity of the speakers 
engaged all who were present. The movement 
sessions brought everyone closer together and 
established a special dynamic.

 “The seed will continue to grow and every 
two years we will celebrate a congress dedicated 
to manual and movement therapy based on the 
Integration of the Structure.”

Every two years on even-numbered years, 
Bodywisdom Foundation Spain will hold a 
meeting for professional bodyworkers and 
international educators in order to explore 
processes and methods for developing and 
sustaining health and wellness. We will focus 
on researched-based evidence that promotes 
preventative medicine and the art of healing. 
This is an enriching opportunity to view and 
share in the skills and inspiration of a wide 
spectrum of methods by professionals with 
great expertise.

Every odd-numbered year Bodywisdom 
Foundation Spain will hold events related to 
wellness, nutrition, and personal development. 
A variety of socio-cultural activities will be 
offered with the aim of getting more involved on 
a local level. We aim to be a source of inspiration 
and a point of reference for professionals all 
over the world, and we hope that citizens will 
be able to benefit from the contributions of our 
Association.



Benicassim has been a designated tourist spot for more than 
a hundred years. The find sand, lightly sloped beaches, crystalline 
waters and numerous facilities continue to be a chosen destination for 
thousands of people. With the natural park “Desert of Palms” as the 
background curtain, there are endless sites to see. Culture and leisure, 
activity and rest are simultaneous possibilities.

www.benicassim.org
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BODYQUARTERS
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HOTEL INTUR BONAIRE 4*
Avda. Gimeno Tomas, 3. Benicàssim

Located 110 meters from Heliópolis beach and just 15 minutes from the center of Castellón,Hotel 
Intur Bonaire offers all the comforts of a 4 star hotel in a gorgeous environment. Located in a 
residential zone of Benicassim quite close to the city center, it’s deal for tourism and business trips. 
Hotel Intur Bonaire exemplifies comfort and quality service, and our clients have access to all the 
comforts necessary for an unforgettable stay.

bonaire@intur.com · www.hotelinturbonaire.es

ACCOMODATION



Wednesday 5 

19:30 h. “Moving together and celebrating this moment: 5 Rhythms with teacher”. 
Helena Barquilla. Ciudad Real (Spain).

Must be confirmed mail to info@bodywisdomspain.com

Thursday 6

8:00 h. - 08:45 h. Workshop: Qi Gong and Taijiquan with Roger Oriol.

09:00 h. - 09:30 h. Collection of badges.

09:30 h.- 10:00 h. Inauguration by Authorities.

10:00 h.- 11:00 h. Plenary conference: 
“CLEAN: The revolutionary program to restore the body’s self-healing”. 
Dr. Alejandro Junger, MD, specialist in cardiology and internal medicine. New York 
(USA).

11:00 h.-11:30 h. Break

11:30 h. - 12:30 h. Lecture:
“Reconnection to Nature’s Order through Nutrition”.
Patricia Restrepo, Macrobiotic Consultant, director of organic restaurant Kimpira for 
over 20 years. Valencia (Spain).

12:30 - 13:30 h. Lecture:
“Is there a Successful Formula to Communicate Health and Nutrition?”.
D. Adolfo D. Lozano, Blogger and creator  www.juventudybelleza.com, reference 
based blog on nutrition, healthy living and cosmetic dermatology from a holistic 
perspective. Madrid (Spain).

14:00 h.-15:30 h. Lunch

15:30 h. - 16:30 h.
WORKSHOP 1: 
“Live: Healthy Cooking”. Guest Chef, Miguel Barrera,  chef at Cal Paradis Restaurant, 
nominated for a Michelin Star in 2014. Vall d’Alba, Castellón (Spain).
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12:30 - 13:30 h. Lecture: 
“Sex and Nutrition: a Wise and Pleasure Duo”.
Dª. Pilar Esquer, Nutricionist and Licensed in Business Management. Castellón 
(Spain).
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16:30 h.- 16:45 h. Break
16:45 h.-18:15 h.
WORKSHOP   2: 
“Live: Healthy Cooking”. Guest Chef: Bernd Knöller, chef at RIFF Restaurant, 1 
Michelin Star. Special award for his academic career at the Valencian Academy of 
Gastronomy. Valencia (Spain).

VIERNES 7 de junio

07:30 h. - 08:15 h. Workshop: Qi Gong and Taijiquan with Roger Oriol.

09:00 h. - 10:00 h. Lecture: 
“Nutrition and Emotions: How to Feed our Physical, Emotional and Mental Bodies”.
Dª. Montse Bradford, author and expert in natural nutrition and energy. Barcelona 
(Spain).

10:00 h. - 11:00 h. Lecture: 
“Weeds?” The Use of Wild Plants in the Kitchen and Nutrition.
D. Evarist  March,  Biólogist specializing in applied botany and ethno botany. 
Director of Naturalwalks. Barcelona (Spain).

11:00 h.-11:30 h. Break

11:30 h. - 12:30 h. Lecture: 
“The Intestinal Ecosystem. Communication along the Psycho-neuro immune 
endocrine Axis”.
Dra. Rosá Molto, Licensed in Medicine and Surgery. Expert in Anti-aging medicine. 
Vice president of the Society for the Study and Prevention of Aging (SOCPRE).
Valencia (Spain).
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14:00 h.-15:30 h. Lunh

15:30 h. - 16:30 h. 

WORKSHOP 3:
“Self-sufficiency for Healthy Nutrition”. How we can return to food rich in nutrients 
due to proximity, season, our own cultivation and harvesting of autochthnous species.
Dª. Miriam Carrasco (Dulce Revolución Association). Castellón (Spain).

WORKSHOP  4:
“Autochthonous Products” Km 0.  Red Slow Food Spain.
D. Nicolás Barrera, Chef  at Pou de Beca Restaurant. Vall d’Alba, Castellón (Spain).

WORKSHOP  5:
“Alimenta tú desarrollo personal, económico y social de forma saludable e 
inteligente”
Fayna Curbelo, President and Vicepresident Cánovas Corporation.
Francis Monferrer, Author and partner Cánovas Corporation.



PRESENTERS
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HELENA BARQUILLA

ROGER ORIOL

Certified Teacher of Gabrielle Roth’s 5 Rhythms. Professional 
model that has worked for world-famous fashion brands and 
international magazines for more than ten years. Trained as a 
therapist in bodywork and techniques such as Shiatsu and yoga. 
Degree in Anthropology. She has studied the beliefs and healing 
methods of diverse South-American cultures. The practice of 
5 Rhythms has, for her, brought her back to her body, and has 
taught her to respect it, as she says: “Thanks to 5 Rhythms I gain 
more awareness of myself in an organic and creative way, and 
I feel life more fully. I can express myself with greater freedom 
every day, finding inner peace through movement.” Currently 
Helena investigates the Anthropology of the body and has 
developed a consulting program for women called “Walks in 
Beauty”. She collaborates with different universities giving talks 
and leading groups through the 5 Rhythm method in different 
locations throughout Spain.

Roger Oriol is:
- 3rd dan in Wushu
- Licensed by the U.E.F. in Shanghai
- European champion in Taijiquan, Lugano, 2008
- 10-time Spanish champion in Wushu
 
Come to this workshop and enjoy learning how to breathe in 

the most complete way, oxygenating your blood, strengthening 
your joints, moving forgotten muscles, and training your 
concentration. You will feel silence, you will listen to your body 
and its reactions, you will develop balance, you will learn to be 
more comfortable standing, improve your posture, all of this, 
plus a smile for your soul!
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DR. ALEJANDRO JUNGER

Creator of the CLEAN program. Dr. Junger was born in 
Uruguay. He graduated in Medicine in 1990 and moved to New 
York in order to continue his postgraduate work. He did three 
years in internal medicine at Downtown Hospital NYU and did 
three more years under a university scholarship in cardiology at 
Lenox Hill Hospital. The drastic change of diet and lifestyle he 
underwent by moving to NY soon led to IBS and depression. 
Upon becoming a patient of the system in which he practiced 
medicine, he had such a shock that he began to search for 
alternative solutions to his own health problems. His discoveries 
formed the material for his first book: Clean: The Revolutionary 
Program to Restore the Body’s Natural Ability to Heal Itself. Dr. 
Junger describes how he became aware of the toxicity of our 
planet. He explains how detoxification and cleansing had formed 
part of our lives for thousands of years, that the knowledge had 
been lost, and how now more than ever we must remember 
that information. More than anything else, Clean is a manual for 
readers who want to learn how to find and work with their own 
detoxification systems in order to restore and sustain optimal 
health

PATRICIA RESTREPO

Director of the Macrobiotic Institute of Spain and of Green 
Yoga, teacher trainer for professors of Zen Yoga Dinámico, 
member of the AEPY (Spanish Association of Yoga Teachers) and 
the International Yoga Alliance.

Macrobiotic consultant and pioneer in the teaching of 
macrobiotic consultants in Spain, and internationally recognized 
in the field of macrobiotic cooking.

Member of the International Macrobiotic Assembly.
Freelance macrobiotic consultant at the Sha Wellness Clinic 

at Albir Beach (Alicante).
She teaches yoga at the Polytechnic University of Valencia, 

where yoga can be taken for credit.
She has taught many therapists in the fields of yoga and 

macrobiotics, cooks and cooking teachers.
She brought macrobiotic cooking to the Polytechnic U. of 

Valencia via her Healthy Cooking workshops.
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ADOLFO D. LOZANO

Adolfo D. Lozano, blogger of Juventud y Belleza (Youth 
and Beauty), blog of reference for nutrition, healthy living and 
dermatological cosmetics since 2008.

To speak about communication these days it’s impossible to 
not mention the Internet, undoubtedly the medium of our current 
and future era.  Using the blog Juventud y Belleza as an example 
and case study, we see almost 1,5 million hits annually and a 
numerous background of successful north American nutrition 
bloggers, we will try to decipher if there is one magical formula 
for communicating health, and how the interweb almost breaks 
down all the old patterns of communication. Furthermore, is 
the interweb a useful tool and beneficial for the communication 
of health, or the opposite, involving insurmountable risks? The 
importance of free speech and teaching about nutrition and 
health; the right to self-ownership or private ownership of our 
bodies. 

EVARIST MARCH

Evarist March is a biologist who specializes in applied 
botany and ethno botany. Through his business Naturalwalks he 
is dedicated to teaching, guiding and consulting projects related 
to the knowledge and use of plants and mushrooms: medicinal 
and wild edible. He organizes courses, workshops, talks and 
holiday stays, training for professionals and the general public. 
He has worked for a significant number of cultural and scientific 
institutions of Catalonia: The Catalan Institute of Natural History, 
CREAF, Botanical gardens and the Official School of Biologists, 
Pharmacists, Nursing, and other schools including the University 
of Hotel management and restoration of Catalonia.

Evarist is the coordinator and professor of the Training 
and Ecotourism course and Nature guides at the Autonomous 
University of Barcelona. He currently coordinates and teaches in 
the R+D project involving the use of edible plants in high cuisine 
at El Celler de Can Roca (the second best restaurant in the world, 
according to the Michelin guide).
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BERND KNÖLLER

Born on 19 March, 1962 in a beautiful village of the Black 
Forest in Germany, where he did his apprenticeship at 15 years 
old at Hotel Ochsen. Right after his third and final year, he 
went to work at the Kensington Hilton International, in London. 
His idea was to learn English to travel around the world. From 
Chester to Grosvenor Hotel, a beautiful city on the Welsh border, 
unsurrounded by any fellow Germans, he was able to improve 
his English. The chief cook, Don Gilbert Schneider, of France, 
changed Bernd’s way of thinking about a cook being just a cook, 
and that there were cooks and products of exceptional quality.  By 
coincidence he ended up some years later (1982) at the Walliser 
Stuben restaurant in Düsseldorf, a two Michelin star restaurant, 
with French chefs who couldn’t speak German, (some years 
earlier Jean Luis Neichel worked there, but then he switched to el 
Bulli…) “Everything modern needs the classical as a foundation”. 
Enough reason to spend some time at a hotel in Switzerland 
(Park Hotel Beausite) of these characteristics, searching for menu 
recipes from the great book of Escoffier everyday. His great 
master, however, was and is Henry Levy, a Frenchman who at one 
point in time had one of the best restaurants in all of Germany: 
the Maître Restaurant in Berlin. Henry Levy was the most creative 
chef I knew, his wealth of ideas was inexhaustible.  I learned a 
lot. After that extreme experience and complete dedication to 
high cuisine, he no longer worried about appearing as a narrow 
minded specialist, or a specialist of his profession, that is, the world 
no longer existed, only gastronomy. He continued three social 
work jobs and theater, another necessary lesson for gastronomy. 
A return to a two Michelin star kitchen, this time in Sylt, a few 
months on this marvelous island at Nösse Restaurant, with Jörg 
Müller (today Jörg Müller Restaurant). After an important phase 
in 1991 at Akelarre of Pedro Subijana, whom he still regards up 
to this day. He moved indefinitely to Spain for love (with his first 
wife Lidia Martin), and started the restaurant Ma Cuina before 
its closure on 15.12.1991. Then one and a half years working at 
Pizzeria Sorrento. To begin he demanded three things: that his 
family (his first son Yannick had been born) could eat with the 
personnel, that they buy a pasta machine, and that they remove 
all plastic flowers from the tables. In 1993 he opened his first 
restaurant in Valencia: El Ángel Azul (The Blue Angel).
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MONTSE BRADFORD

Montse Bradford Bort, born in Barcelona. She lived in 
London from 1978 until 2006 when she moved to Barcelona. She 
developed her professional career as a pioneer of energy work 
as part of  Integral Health throughout Europe.

She spends her time writing as well as teaching natural and 
energetic nutrition as well as holistic health. She is a therapist in 
both Transpersonal Psychology as well as the art of vibrational 
healing. She offers lectures, teacher training and conferences 
throughout Spain, Europe, and South America.

Her interest in all things related to health and inner harmony 
sparked at a young age.  She studied and lived in different 
countries, studying with well-known teachers in the field of 
energetic nutrition and became a holistic healer.

DR. ROSA MOLTÓ

Licensed in Medicine and Surgery. Anti-aging Medical 
Expert. Vice president of the Society for the Prevention and Study 
of Aging. (SOCPRE).

 Her doctoral thesis was about the "Incidence and 
diagnostic value of mammography qualifications in benign and 
malignant breast pathologies" IVO- Department of Oncology, 
Hospital Clinic of Valencia 1985.

 Post Doctoral fellowship in Immunology. Southwestern 
Medical School, Southwestern Medical Center. Dallas, Texas, 
USA. 1985-88

 Doctoral program 285A, "Structural Cancerology 
(experimental and human)". Pathology Department, University of 
Valencia 1988-1994

 Master in Naturopathic Medicine, Acupuncture and 
Homeopathy. University of Valencia 2002-2004

 International Master "Anti-Aging Medicine Specialization". 
Paris, France 2003-2005. Expert in Anti-Aging Medicine. University 
of Sevilla, 2005-2006
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Pilar Esquer is a nutritionist and certified in Business 

Management.
She collaborated with the Professorship of Gastronomy and 

Nutrition at the University of Castellón, where she carried out 
various studies on the nutrition of local schools, as well as a two-
year project to improve the health of the university community 
through nutrition.

In the realm of gastronomy she has taught different cooking 
courses, among them, 2008’s Traditional Spanish Cuisine to the 
participants of the America’s Cup.

She has spoken at different seminars and congresses 
(Desert Palm Seminars, 1st International Congress for Eating 
at School, Barcelona). She develops her activities through 
nutritional consulting for companies, continuing education 
courses, workshops and conferences.

Pilar runs her own private consultation office in Castellón.

PILAR ESQUER

MIRIAM CARRASCO

Member of la Dulce Revolución (Sweet Revolution) in 
Castellón. She researches and is working on a project that 
compiles popular wisdom relating to treatment, healing and 
food sovereignty through local Mediterranean plants. She also 
investigates the application of other natural alternative sources, 
such as the use of seawater and chlorine dioxide, in a sustainable 
and ecological family environment.
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FAYNA CURBELO

Canovas Corporation is a Spanish company specializing in 
the creation and diffusion of personal development and training 
courses offered at very competitive prices and an innovative 
format created to favor and support all students, regardless of 
their location or cognitive abilities.

 A company created by and for people whose objective is 
to launch forth a new business model, of solidity, equality and 
forward-thinking. Thanks to its unique business focus and centered 
on supporting and satisfying all members, it puts the possibility 
of achieving personal, economic and social development within 
reach of those who seek it.

 In the spirit of clear, social vocation and dynamism, 
Canovas Corporation is always open to new members who want 
to participate in its continuing national and international growth.

FRANCIS MONTESINOS

MIGUEL BARRERA

NICOLÁS BARRERAS

He left everything behind more than 12 years ago to dedicate 
himself solely to RISA, collaborating with leading teachers and 
the foremost schools in all of the world. He has been named the 
Ambassador of Laughter of Spain various times.

 All of the above enables him to be a serious candidate 
who can share with us some tools to discover something he calls 
RIEsilience.
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Chef at Pou de Beca Restaurant. Vall d’Alba, Castellón 
(Spain).

Chef at Cal Paradis Restaurant, nominated for a Michelin 
Star in 2014. Vall d’Alba, Castellón (Spain).




